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“Contending for the faith that was once delivered unto the saints” Jude 3.

In this Issue

Rome’s Final Conquest and Subjugation of Islam

Islam, with its 1 billion followers, has checked and balanced the expansion of
the Papacy’s final hope of achieving global jurisdiction. During the Catholic Crusades (1095-1492), Rome was unable to conquer the Mohammedans. Yet according to Bible prophecy, even this power
must be brought into subjugation. For we
read: “And all the world wondered after
the beast [Rome]” Revelation 13:3.
This is precisely what we are seeing
4 Islam in Bible Prophecy?
today. Recently, 180,000 people gath4 The Book of Daniel
ered in the Muslim capital of the United
4 Revelation & the Great
Arab Emirates (UAE) to witness the first
Controversy
5 A Scenario
historic papal mass on the Arabian Peninsula. The local Arab media described
6 Understanding
the event this way:
Daniel 11:45
“With the Mass — the first of its kind
7 The People of God
in
the
Gulf — broadcast across the Arab
7 King of the North
world,
the event was a momentous occa7 In Conclusion
sion that united disparate communi8 King of the North &
ties.” [1]
American Politics
Pope Francis was also in the Arab
region to sign a historic document pro10 Daniel & Revelation
moting interfaith dialog and cooperation
10 Result of True Study
with Muslims. Pope Francis and Sheikh
Pope Francis and Sheikh Ahmed
11 Unconquerable Forces
Ahmed
Al-Tayeb
signed
the
“Human
Al-Tayeb
sign historic document.
11 Dig Deeper
Fraternity Document” in Abu Dhabi, the
nation’s capital. Sheikh Ahmed Al-Tayeb is one of the highest authorities in all of
12 Rome’s Connection
12 Contact Us
Islam. The third signer of the document was the Prime Minister of the UAE, Sheikh
Mohammed bin Rashid Al-Maktoum. [2]
Here we see Muslim political and religious leaders coming together to pay re“It would have been spect
to Pope Francis as a viable, legitimate, unifying authority. Under the reign of
antichrist
powers must be brought to the knee of Rome. During the signing
better for them not to ceremony,allPope
Francis reiterated his right to temporal power with the following
words:
have known the way
“There is no alternative. We either build the future together, or there will not be
of righteousness than a future. Religions, in particular, cannot renounce the urgent task of building
bridges between peoples and cultures.” [2]
1 Rome’s Final Conquest
and Subjugation of Islam
2 Pope Francis will Pursue
Stronger Ties to Muslims
3 Pope: Muslims Murder
Christians—a Testament
To Peaceful Coexistence

to have known it and
turned away from the
holy commandment
passed on to them”
“And in her [Rome] was found the blood of prophets, and of saints,
2 Peter 2:21.
and of all that were slain upon the earth” Revelation 18:24.
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“In homage to the Papacy the United States will not be alone. The influence of Rome, in the countries
that once acknowledged her dominion, is still far from being destroyed” (Maranatha, 188).
The grand imam, Sheikh Ahmed Al-Tayeb, retesting
message
ever
given
to
the
sponded in behalf of Muslims with the following
world” (Manuscript Releases 5:314).
pledge to Pope Francis:
“The document is historic, and it calls for policyPope Francis will Pursue Stronger Ties to Musmakers to stop bloodshed and conflict. Muslims must
lims during his trip to Morocco
protect their Christian brothers. I will work with my
Pope Francis is on an interfaith mission as he
brother and friend Pope Francis
continues his tour through Muslim
to protect all communities.” [2]
countries. As part of the agenda
Radical, militant Muslims are
for his March 30-31, 2019 Mobecoming a thing of the past. Isrocco visit, the pope plans to conlam will soon no longer be a
tinue bridging the gap between
threat to the papacy. They will
Rome and Islam. The Vatican has
either submit or they will cease to
just released a new logo to comexist. The only Muslims that will
memorate the pope’s upcoming
remain will be those that are ecuvisit to the Muslim nation. Accordmenical and only those who have
ing to the Vatican, the cross and
yielded and surrendered to ecuthe crescent depicted above is
menical Babylon.
supposed to represent the
Prophecy is being fulfilled be“interreligious relations between
fore our very eyes in ways never
Christians and Muslims.” [3]
For decades the Vatican has
seen before. During the rule of
been trying to create a geopolitiPapal Rome (A.D. 538 to 1798)
cal, religious alliance with the difher influence was not global.
ferent Muslim monarchs throughRome only ruled over parts of
out the Middle East. The Second
Europe, Asia and Africa. Today
Vatican Council established a decree called “Nostra
her influence is much more extensive reaching
Aetate” (Our Age) in an effort to come into unity with
Europe, Asia, Africa, North America, Central Amerall the non-Christian religions. [4]
ica, South America, Australia, the South Pacific and
Now the dream is finally coming to pass. The
now the Arab Peninsula.
popes from the past ages could only dream of seeing
Truly, all the world is wondering after the beast!
Rome’s influence restored as the most prominent,
With the conquest of Islam and Protestantism, who
world-wide super power. They are now formulating
will stand in the way of Rome’s global aspirations?
international policies to promote mutual understandSeventh-day Adventists? We had better stand up
ing and unity with all nations and all faiths, including
against Rome’s appeals for ecumenism and interfaith
Protestants, Jews, Orthodox and Muslims.
dialog. The one, great ecumenical family described in
“And the ten horns which thou sawest are ten
the Book of Revelation, chapters 13, 17 and 18, is
kings, which have received no kingdom as yet; but
now being formed and this alone should make us
conscious of the signs of the times.
receive power as kings one hour with the beast.
These have one mind, and shall give their power and
The end is near. Prophecy warns us that when we
strength unto the beast” Revelation 17:12, 13.
see the great religious bodies uniting, this act will
All the kings of the earth, both religious and politiprecede the final conflict in the great controversy. In
cal, are giving their support
this conflict Seventh-day
and power to the beast of
Adventists cannot be neutral
Bible prophecy. King Moor ecumenical. Our meshammed VI and other state
sage is even more needed
leaders from Morocco will be
today than in the past. The
receiving Pope Francis
third angel’s message is
when he arrives. Pope Franmore true and necessary in
cis will be meeting state and
this generation than it has
faith leaders to promote his
ever been. Now is not the
message of peaceful coexistime to abandon our post
tence through “interreligious
and turn back. We must
dialogue and mutual undermove forward with “the
standing between the followmighty, the most solemn,
Side by Side They Stand
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“And he [the USA] had power to give life unto the image of the beast, that the image of the beast should both
“And he [the USA] had power to give life unto the image of the beast, that the image of the beast should both
speak, and cause as many as would not worship the image of the beast should be killed” Rev. 13:15.
speak, and cause that as many as would not worship the image of the beast should be killed” Rev. 13:15.

It is disturbing to know that a special mass meant
ers of both religions.” [5]
to commemorate the senseless sacrifice of human
As Rome’s power and influence becomes global
lives was instead used to push the wishful, misguided,
she will soon be in a position to implement any political
liberal thinking of “peaceful coexistence” with murderor economic policy that will benefit her goals and ambious thugs. These people were murdered for their
tions. Rome will continue to assert herself as the chief
faith, so – no, this isn’t a testament to “peaceful coexnegotiator and mediator in social and political affairs –
istence.” They aren’t testaments; they are victims of
above all other political and religious leaders. This is
a horrific murder. They were tortured and killed for not
exactly what prophecy predicts. It is in the interest of
being Muslims and for refusing to convert to Islam.
every Seventh-day Adventist student of Bible prophecy
Christians are being beto see and understand the times
headed for their faith and these
in which we are living. We too
acts, according to Pope Francis,
must also rise up and fulfill our
will somehow help Christians
prophetic work in reaching the
and Muslims live in peace and
world with the final warning mesharmony, happily ever after? Or
sages found in Revelation 14:6does the pope mean that only
12. In this very time we are either
after every true Christian is killed
preparing for the Latter Rain or
that a time of peace is coming to
preparing for the seven last
our earth?
plagues. We are either helping
So while Pope Francis was
others to “Prepare to meet thy
calling for dialog and harmony
God” Amos 4:12, or we are exwith Muslims and while he charpressing an attitude of indifferacterized these murders as a
ence that says: “My Lord dePresident Donald Trump signed into law
layeth His coming” Matthew HR 390—“Iraq - Syria Genocide Relief & “ g r e a t s i g n o f b ro t h e r hood,” [7] here in America Presi24:48.
Accountability Act.” This law’s intention is
“Are we to wait until the ful- to bring relief and protection to Christians dent Trump signed a law to fifillment of the prophecies of in the Middle East and to bring Muslim ex- nancially help Christians being
killed in foreign countries and to
the end before we say any- tremists who commit terror to justice.
actually bring the perpetrators of
thing concerning them? Of
these terrible crimes to justice. [8]
what value will our words be then? Shall we wait
This inaction on the part of Rome towards the muruntil God’s judgments fall upon the transgressor
der of Christians is incomprehensible. Christians in
before we tell him how to avoid them? Where is
China, India, Africa and the Middle East are being
our faith in the word of God? Must we see things
tortured and killed daily. We must pray; but we must
foretold come to pass before we will believe what
also work in harmony with our prayers to end this vioHe has said? In clear distinct rays light has come
lence.
to us, showing us that the great day of the Lord is
near at hand, ‘even at the doors.’ Let us read and
[1] https://www.thenational.ae/uae/the-best-momentsunderstand before it is too late” (Testimonies 9:20).
Pope Francis: Muslims Murdering Christians is a
Testament to “Peaceful Coexistence”
Pope Francis recently made a statement during a
special mass which he performed for Christians who
were murdered for their faith. This ceremony was supposed to commemorate their lives. Instead, Pope
Francis used this tragic event to push his ecumenical
message. He called this killing a “testament” to the
“peaceful coexistence between Muslims and
Christians.”
The Catholic Register reported the following on December 10, 2018:
“’The lives of 19 religious men and women martyred [by Muslims] during the Algerian civil war are a
testament to God’s plan of love and peaceful coexistence between Christians and Muslims,’ Pope Francis
said.” [6]
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from-pope-francis-s-uae-visit-1.822255
[2] http://www.arabnews.com/node/1447036/middle-east
[3] https://www.vaticannews.va/en/pope/news/2019-01/
pope-francis-morocco-visit-logo-hope-interreligiousdialogue.html
[4] http://www.vatican.va/archive/hist_councils/
ii_vatican_council/documents/vatii_decl_19651028_nostra-aetate_en.html
[5] https://ww.moroccoworldnews.com/2019/02/265449/
king-mohammed-vi-pope-francis-morocco/
[6] https://www.catholicregister.org/faith/item/28587algerian-martyrs-bear-witness-to-christian-muslim-peace
-pope-francis-says
[7] https://www.catholicregister.org/faith/item/28587algerian-martyrs-bear-witness-to-christian-muslim-peace
-pope-francis-says
[8] https://www.faithwire.com/2018/12/04/an-importantstep-congress-passes-bill-to-assist-christians-victimizedby-isis-help-prosecute-militants/
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Ministries are rising up to proclaim Islam’s role in
end-time prophecy. Books are being written, sermons preached and charts displayed giving details
concerning Islam’s role in end-time Bible prophecy.
Many Seventh-day Adventists are changing their
views of Daniel and Revelation because of Islam’s
rise. Amidst all the fanfare, clanging of bells and
hoopla the three main sources that we can trust as
Seventh-day Adventists remain unchanged.
The three main sources are:
1) Daniel
2) Revelation
3) The Great Controversy
The Book of Daniel
The book of Daniel focuses on the rise and fall of
nations, which are Babylon, Medo-Persia, Greece
and Pagan Rome. As Daniel’s prophecies progress
onward, we encounter:
•Roman Catholic Church system, Dan.7:8, 24-25
•Christ’s kingdom is set up, Daniel 2:44, 45
•Christ as High Priest ministering in the Most
Holy Place since 1844, Daniel 7:9-14; 8:14
•Christ as our Sacrifice for all mankind, Dan.9:27
•The final work of Christ and the victory of God’s
people, Daniel 11 & 12
When these chapters are rightly understood you
find absolutely no mention of Islam in any of these
passages and nothing from the Spirit of Prophecy.
A book was recently sent to me where the author
declared there was some understanding on prophecy
which the pioneers just didn’t know about and the
material was not accessible to them in their day. This
had to do with the role of Islam for the last days. Are
we going to include the Spirit of Prophecy in all this
reckoning? Are we going to include the Bible? When
Inspiration is silent on a subject, are we going to be
so bold to declare that we have discovered things
which were not known prior to now?
Revelation & The Great Controversy
Since Daniel is silent about Islam, what will we
find in the book of Revelation? This is the book in the
Bible that tells us what is yet to happen. Revelation
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has 22 chapters and the last 11 describe the last
days. They say nothing about Islam.
The only reference to Islam is found in Revelation 9 under the 5th and 6th trumpets. The Spirit of
Prophecy explains it well. The prophet says, “In the
year 1840 another remarkable fulfillment of prophecy excited widespread interest. Two years before,
Josiah Litch, one of the leading ministers preaching
the second advent, published an exposition of
Revelation 9, predicting the fall of the Ottoman Empire.” According to his calculations this power was to
be overthrown in August of 1840. Only a few days
previous to its accomplishment he wrote:
Allowing the first period, 150 years, to have
been exactly fulfilled before Deacozes ascended the throne by permission of the Turks,
and that the 391 years, fifteen days, commenced at the close of the first period, it will
end on the 11th of August, 1840, when the
Ottoman power in Constantinople may be expected to be broken. And this, I believe, will
be found to be the case (Josiah Litch, Signs of
the Times, August 1, 1840).
At the very time specified, Turkey, through
her ambassadors, accepted the protection of
the allied powers of Europe, and thus placed
herself under the control of Christian nations.
The event exactly fulfilled the prediction.

Muslims praying at our U.S. Capitol in D.C. during Obama’s reign. Was this to be their new
Mecca?
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“And they shall turn away their ears from the truth, and shall be turned unto fables” 2 Timothy 4:4.
When it became known, multitudes were consuch a big deal about Islam being in prophecy
vinced of the correctness of the principles of
for this time?
prophetic interpretation adopted by Miller and
his associates, and a wonderful impetus was
A Scenario
given to the advent movement. Men of learning
Let us give a possible and highly feasible sceand position united with Miller, both in preachnario. If you were the Papacy, trying desperately to
ing and in publishing his views, and from 1840
clothe yourself in Christ-like garments, presenting a
to 1844 the work rapidly extended (The Great
fair front to the world, acting as the world’s beneficiControversy, 334-335).
ary, wouldn’t you try to find
The 5th and 6th trumpets
some force in the world to
detail the rise and fall of Isuse for your benefit?
lam and their subsequent
Through Freemasonry,
work of destruction throughthe highest echelons in
out the Mediterranean
the Islamic world are unworld. The Ottoman power
der the control of the Jesto which Josiah Litch refers
uit Order/Catholic Church.
was the center of Islamic
From behind the scenes,
power for centuries. Revelathe Papacy runs the Istion 9 and The Great Conlamic world, pushing the
troversy, pages 334-335 are
leaders to carry out deeds
the exclusive references to
of destruction. When the
Islam. Nowhere else is there
deed is done, the Papacy
Muslims, with their Palestinian flags, welcome
a single reference to that
benefits and the blame is
Pope Francis to Gaza as “our Pope.”
religious order. Let us rethrown on Islam.
view the last 11 chapters of
Brilliant strategy! PerRevelation:
fect set up! Let someone
•11 - the French Revoluelse do your dirty work
tion
and take the blame for it.
•12 - The Great ControYou walk away as free as
versy theme from
a bird, getting exactly
Iraqi Muslim Masons in Baghdad in 1945.
Heaven to the end
what you want, looking
of time
like the “good guy.”
•13 - the Papacy and America, past and present
This scenario has already happened many times
•14 - the Three Angels’ Messages
in modern history.
•15 - victory for the saints and preparation for the
•The Vatican used Hitler, Mussolini & Franco
plagues
to carry out her dastardly deeds of evil against
•16 - the 7 last plagues
humanity during WW II.
•17 - the final judgments on the Papacy and
•Blame for the conflict has all been placed on
all her cohorts
these “monsters of evil.”
•18 - call to come out and receive not of her
•But secreted behind the thick walls of the
plagues; she being the cause of all slain
Vatican rests the real culprits in crime.
•19 - the 2nd Coming of Christ
Tragically, it appears that some of the professed
•20 - the millennium and ultimate destruction of
people of God are being deceived by this monstrous
the wicked
masterpiece of deception that is being perpetrated
•21 & 22 - new heavens and the new earth
against the world.
There is no mention of Islam in any of these chapOne of the first to push the Islam theory in the
ters that bear so heavily upon end time events!
Seventh-day Adventist Church was Samuele BacEllen White’s masterpiece, The Great Controchiocchi, a Jesuit Scholar, teaching at our very own
versy, which looks at history and prophecy, past, preAndrews University. This stealthy infiltrator has cersent and future, makes mention of Islam in only one
tainly won a following throughout all of Adventism,
place throughout her work of over 650 pages. In
even among the conservative side, and incited great
confusion.
contrast, she makes mention of the Papacy hundreds of times.
Pastor Bill Hughes, Truth Triumphant Ministry, PO Box 1417,
Why are professed Adventist people making
Eustis FL 32727. Used by permission.
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Importance of the Right Understanding of Daniel 11:45
The identification of the king of the north is one of
different religious experience” (Testimonies to
the most important themes that should engage the
Ministers, 114). Surely this means more than a
attention of Seventh-day Adventists. As the end of
greater knowledge of the dates and historic features
the king of the north is the climax of Daniel’s last
involved! Concerning the results to be accrued from
prophecy, it is most important that we be able to
a better understanding of the Apocalypse, we read:
identify this power. When it is remembered that
One thing will certainly be understood from
Daniel’s last prophecy (in 11
the study of Revelaand 12) was given as the
tion—that the connecfitting conclusion to the
tion between God and
prophecies which preceded
His people is close
it, its importance will be
and decided. A wonseen. All previous prophederful connection is
cies have their consummaseen between the unition in this last prophecy.
verse of heaven and
This prophecy was rethis world. The things
vealed to Daniel after he
revealed to Daniel were
had spent three weeks in
a f t e r wa r d
complefasting and prayer (Daniel
mented by the revela10) in order to obtain clearer
tion made to John on
light on the meaning of the
the Isle of Patmos.
prophecies he had seen. It
These two book s
is obvious, therefore, that
should be carefully
unless we approach this Pope Francis meets with the top Muslim cleric in studied (Testimonies to
United Arab Emirates. The visit was aimed at imsubject in the light of the proving relations between the two faiths.
Ministers, 114).
prophecies which have preTo John were opened
ceded it, we shall not understand aright the climax of
scenes of deep and thrilling interest in the
them all — the ending of the king of the north.
experience of the church. He saw the position, dangers, conflicts and final deliverance
Concerning the interpretation of Daniel’s previous prophecies, Seventh-day Adventists are
of the people of God. He records the closing
messages which are to ripen the harvest of
united. But the same unity is not maintained concerning the interpretation of Daniel’s last prophthe earth, either as sheaves for the heavenly
garner or as fagots for the fires of destrucecy. The reason for this is because the concluding portion of Daniel ll:36-45 is not interpreted
tion. Subjects of vast importance were reaccording to the same principle by which the prevealed to him, especially for the last
vious chapters and verses are.
church, that those who should turn from error to truth might be instructed concerning
When God’s people apply this principle consistently, the unity manifested concerning the
the perils and conflicts before them. None
earlier prophecies of Daniel will also exist in reneed be in darkness in regard to what is
gard to this last prophecy. When this time
coming upon the earth (The Great Controversy 341, 342).
comes—as it surely will—there will be seen
among us a great revival. That great revival which
From this inspired instruction we gather that there
will come a time when an understanding of these
the Lord’s servant declares will come is when the
books of Daniel and Revelation are better underbooks will reveal the nearness of God to His peostood.
ple. We also learn that a study of the Apocalypse
“When the books of Daniel and Revelation are
will throw light on the book of Daniel. This fact assists us in our understanding of Daniel 11:45.
better understood, believers will have an entirely
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“Blessed
is he the
thattabernacles
readeth, and
that hear
the words
of this
and
keep
“He [Rome]
shall plant
ofthey
his palace
between
the seas
in prophecy
the glorious
holy
mountain;
thoseyet
things
which
are
written
therein:
for
the
time
is
at
hand”
Revelation
1:3.
he shall come to his end, and none shall help him” Daniel 11:45.
The People of God
In Daniel’s previous prophecies the Lord had
shown him the experiences through which the people
of God would pass. So by fasting and prayer, he
sought further revelation concerning the people of
God. His prayer was answered in the light given him,
for the angel said, “I am come to make thee understand what shall befall thy people in the latter
days” (Daniel 10:14).
To interpret this prophecy requires a better understanding of the books of Daniel and Revelation than
that which interprets the king of the north as Turkey
[the Moslems]. A right understanding of Daniel 11:4045 concerning the end of the king of the north will be
found to throw a flood of light upon other portions of
Scripture that are vital to the Third Angel’s Message:
it will be found to contain a thrilling message of
triumph for the people of God.
Identity of the King of the North
Both Daniel and John foretold the dangers, conflicts and final deliverance (Daniel 12:1) of God’s
people. John described these dangers, conflicts and
final deliverance in connection with the Satanic
forces of spiritual Babylon in Revelation 13 to 19.
Daniel described the same things in connection with
the king of the north.
Our attention should be arrested by the fact that in
the scores of places where the Lord’s servant refers
to Daniel’s prophecy in regard to the deliverance of
God’s people, greatly enlarging upon the theme in
her graphic descriptions of that great event, she
does not make the slightest reference to the end
of Turkey! For instance, read chapters 40 and 41 of
The Great Controversy concerning “God’s People
Delivered,” and observe that this deliverance is described in connection with the judgments which fall
upon Babylon.
In Early Writings, pages 282-285, in the chapter,
“The Time of Trouble,” God’s servant invariably
speaks of the deliverance of God’s people in connection with the enforcement of Babylon’s false Sabbath
and the attempt to slay the Lord’s people for their
loyalty to the Law of God. Not the slightest reference is made to Turkey’s doom. Yet in Daniel
11:45 and 12:1 the end of the king of the north is
mentioned in connection with the deliverance of
God’s people. The obvious conclusion derived from
this association is that the king of the north is responsible for the dangers and conflicts of the
church, and that it is his evil work against the
church [partially through infiltration] which necessitates the Lord’s intervention to bring deliverance to His people.
As the king of the north does the same work as
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the Papacy, there can be but one conclusion,
namely that the king of the north refers to the Papacy. Thus we see why John the Revelator and
Ellen White describe the final deliverance of God’s
people while describing His judgments upon spiritual
Babylon. Daniel, John and the Spirit of Prophecy
are in perfect agreement.
In Conclusion
When this truth is seen by God’s people there
will be seen among us a great revival, for it requires a better knowledge of the books of Daniel
and Revelation to understand thoroughly why
the king of the north is the Papacy and to know
how he comes to his end.
To understand the prophecies given to him,
Daniel fasted and prayed for three weeks (Daniel
10:2, 3). John wept much (Revelation 5:4) because
of his intense longing for a true understanding of the
revelations given to him. When God’s people engage in fasting and prayer and weeping with intense longing to have a better knowledge of the
books of Daniel and Revelation, they will see that
the king of the north could not possibly be Turkey [Moslems] but that, undoubtedly, it is the Papacy that comes to his end.
By Louis F. Were, The King of the North at Jerusalem,
pages 8-11, Laymen Ministries, 2002. Excerpts only with
emphasis in bold by New Life Mission.
Our historical beliefs on prophecy are being torn apart
by misguided persons, some of whom have been
taught by infiltrators in our schools, our church ministries, in our leadership and the White Estate. They always try to take our eyes off Rome.
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Has the King of the North Been Pushed Too Far in American Politics?
The usual Jesuit Tactic is to work both
ends. And so it is happening in American
Politics today. Rome is working both ends
toward the middle. They are maneuvering
both the Conservatives and the Liberals.
I normally do not write my own briefings, but this
prophetic concept will not be found in the mainstream media. I do not intend to argue with anyone
or make a theological statement about the king of
the north; just express some practical and prophetic
observations from my point of view.
American politics are extremely polemic these
days. Though there are religious people on the left,
the political left has attracted secularists as well as
liberals, while the right has aligned itself with the
religious powers. They oppose each other so
strongly that the two sides can hardly have a civil
conversation about any political issue. The liberal
left, embodied in the Democratic Party, has resorted
to resistance politics rather than bipartisan negotiations. The right, meanwhile, has used and is using
its newfound power to oppose and limit the very
things the left has championed. Both sides have
taken increasingly extreme positions. And the battle
is pitched! The enemy has strengthened secularism
and liberalism among the political left to the point
where a powerful reaction among the right is inevitable. Now, he is strengthening the religious right to
become more vocal in defense of its principles. Both
sides are much more politically engaged. The Bible
actually predicts this very thing.
In the last two or three years, the left have taken
off their “masks.” Some think that they now show
their true colors, i.e. expanded abortion, LGBTQ+
equality, racism against Jews, unlimited illegal immigration (under a new name), and socialist ideals that
include bigger-than-ever government with even
more free handouts. Of the Democratic presidential
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candidates, at least one of them is a declared socialist, and many of the rest support socialist causes
to varying degrees; plus, many on the left have a
defiant attitude toward conservative or more
“biblical” Christianity among their constituents.
The right have made capital of these issues, portraying their opponents as godless and wicked socialists that have gone too far. Of course, there is
hypocrisy and misrepresentations on both sides.
One of my friends in the religious liberty arena even
thinks that the religious right is angling for permanent political control. Considering what Bible prophecy actually predicts, he may be right. But what are
the prophetic consequences of all this? That’s what
really matters to me.
Daniel 11 describes the king of the north and the
king of the south. The king of the north is represented by the papacy and other religious powers
united together, while the king of the south is represented by the secular and leftist powers. To cut to
the chase, the left has essentially identified itself
with the king of the south. The conservative and religious right, on the other hand, has aligned itself with
the king of the north and has brought its religiouspolitical significance into American politics. Consequently America is divided politically between the
king of the north and the king of the south.
Daniel tells us that the king of the south will push
against
the king
of
the
north,
but the
king
of
the north
will overc o m e
him like
a whirlwind. He says in chapter 11:40: “And at the time of
the end shall the king of the south push at him:
and the king of the north shall come against him
March-April 2019

“For the mystery of iniquity doth already work” 2 Thessalonians 2:7.
like a whirlwind, with chariots, and with horseeral and secular ground they have gained over
men, and with many ships; and he shall enter
many decades. They fear that, in a very short peinto the countries, and shall overflow and pass
riod of time, like a whirlwind, they will be swept
over.”
from power, constrained to attend church, and esAs the “progressive” left has become more agpecially caused to lose their freedom to openly defy
gressive
and
has
heaven in their lifemade more advances,
styles. The Bible preit has pushed hard at
dicts that the left will
the “religious” right,
be the political losers.
which, in turn, has
One conservative
hardened the right’s
commentator recently
positions. As the relisaid, “The Democrats
need God.” Keep the
gious right has gained
Faith has, for quite
power in American
politics, the left has
some time now, prebecome more extreme
dicted that Sunday
in its political platform.
laws will not be initiThis Hegelian dialectic
ated as a direct politihas created the precal affront to the fourth
sent climate in Americommandment,
can politics. It is emothough they are that
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Study of Daniel and Revelation
God's Spirit has illuminated every page of Holy
Writ, but there are those upon whom it makes little impression, because it is imperfectly understood. When
the shaking comes, by the introduction of false
theories, these surface readers, anchored nowhere, are like shifting sand. They slide into any
position to suit the tenor of their feelings of bitterness.
There is need of a much closer study of the word of
God; especially should Daniel and the Revelation have
attention as never before in the history of our work. We
may have less to say in some lines, in regard to the
Roman power and the Papacy; but we should call attention to what the prophets and apostles have written
under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit of God. The
Holy Spirit has so shaped matters, both in the giving of
the prophecy and in the events portrayed, as to teach
that the human agent is to be kept out of sight, hid
in Christ, and that the Lord God of heaven and His
law are to be exalted. Read the book of Daniel. Call
up, point by point, the history of the kingdoms there
represented. Behold statesmen, councils, powerful
armies, and see how God wrought to abase the pride
of men and lay human glory in the dust.
The light that Daniel received from God was
given especially for these last days. The visions he
saw by the banks of the Ulai and the Hiddekel, the
great rivers of Shinar, are now in process of fulfillment, and all the events foretold will soon come to
pass. Consider the circumstances of the Jewish nation
when the prophecies of Daniel were given.
Let us give more time to the study of the Bible. We
do not understand the word as we should. The book of
Revelation opens with an injunction to us to understand the instruction that it contains. "Blessed is he
that readeth, and they that hear the words of this
prophecy," God declares, "and keep those things
which are written therein: for the time is at hand."
When we as a people understand what this book
means to us, there will be seen among us a great
revival. We do not understand fully the lessons that it
teaches, notwithstanding the injunction given us to
search and study it.
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In the past teachers have declared Daniel and the
Revelation to be sealed books, and the people have
turned from them. The veil whose apparent mystery
has kept many from lifting it, God's own hand has withdrawn from these portions of His word. The very name
"Revelation" contradicts the statement that it is a
sealed book. "Revelation" means that something of
importance is revealed. The truths of this book are
addressed to those living in these last days. We
are standing with the veil removed in the holy place of
sacred things. We are not to stand without. We are to
enter, not with careless, irreverent thoughts, not with
impetuous footsteps, but with reverence and godly
fear. We are nearing the time when the prophecies
of the book of Revelation are to be fulfilled.
When the books of Daniel and Revelation are
better understood, believers will have an entirely
different religious experience. They will be given
such glimpses of the open gates of heaven that heart
and mind will be impressed with the character that all
must develop in order to realize the blessedness which
is to be the reward of the pure in heart.
Result of True Study
One thing will certainly be understood from the
study of Revelation—that the connection between
God and His people is close and decided. A wonderful connection is seen between the universe of
heaven and this world. The things revealed to Daniel
were afterward complemented by the revelation made
to John on the Isle of Patmos. These two books should
be carefully studied. ... It was the Lion of the tribe of
Judah who unsealed the book and gave to John
the revelation of what should be in these last days.
Daniel stood in his lot to bear his testimony which
was sealed until the time of the end when the first angel's message should be proclaimed to our world.
These matters are of infinite importance in these last
days; but while "many shall be purified, and made
white, and tried," "the wicked shall do wickedly: and
none of the wicked shall understand." How true this is!
Unconquerable Forces Waiting
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“Blessed is he that readeth, and they that hear the words of this prophecy and keep
“And they shall turn away their ears from the truth, and shall be turned unto fables” 2 Timothy 4:4.
those things which are written therein: for the time is at hand” Revelation 1:3.
Those who eat the flesh and drink the blood of the
Son of God will bring from the books of Daniel and
Revelation truth that is inspired by the Holy Spirit.
They will start into action forces that cannot be repressed. The lips of children will be opened to proclaim the mysteries that have been hidden from
the minds of men.
We are standing on the threshold of great and
solemn events. Many of the prophecies are about
to be fulfilled in quick succession. Every element
of power is about to be set to work. Past history
will be repeated; old controversies will arouse to
new life, and peril will beset God's people on every
side. Intensity is taking hold of the human family. It
is permeating everything upon the earth.
As we near the close of this world's history, the
prophecies relating to the last days especially demand
our study. The last book of the New
Testament Scriptures is full of truth that
we need to understand. Satan has
blinded the minds of many so that they
have been glad of any excuse for not
making the Revelation their study. But
Christ through His servant John has
here declared what shall be in the last
days; and He says, "Blessed is he that
readeth, and they that hear the words
of this prophecy, and keep those things
which are written therein."
A message that will arouse the
churches is to be proclaimed. Every
effort is to be made to give the light,
not only to our people, but to the
world. I have been instructed that the
prophecies of Daniel and the Revelation should be printed in small books, with the necessary explanations, and should be sent all over the
world. Our own people need to have the light placed
before them in clearer lines.
The vision that Christ presented to John, presenting
the commandments of God and the faith of Jesus, is to
be definitely proclaimed to all nations, people and
tongues. The churches, represented by Babylon, are
represented as having fallen from their spiritual state
to become a persecuting power against those who
keep the commandments of God and have the testimony of Jesus Christ. To John this persecuting power
is represented as having horns like a lamb but as
speaking like a dragon.
As we near the close of time, there will be
greater and still greater external parade of heathen
power; heathen deities will manifest their signal
power, and will exhibit themselves before the cities of the world; and this delineation has already begun to be fulfilled.
By a variety of images the Lord Jesus represented
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to John the wicked character and seductive influence
of those who have been distinguished for their persecution of God's people. All need wisdom carefully to
search out the mystery of iniquity that figures so
largely in the winding up of this earth's history. … In
the very time in which we live, the Lord has called
His people and has given them a message to bear.
He has called them to expose the wickedness of
the man of sin who has made the Sunday law a
distinctive power, who has thought to change
times and laws, and to oppress the people of God
who stand firmly to honor Him by keeping the
only true Sabbath, the Sabbath of creation, as
holy unto the Lord.
The perils of the last days are upon us, and in our
work we are to warn the people of the danger they are
in. Let not the solemn scenes which prophecy has
revealed be left untouched. If our people were half awake, if they realized
the nearness of the events portrayed
in the Revelation, a reformation
would be wrought in our churches,
and many more would believe the
message. We have no time to lose;
God calls upon us to watch for souls as
they that must give an account. Advance new principles, and crowd in the
clear-cut truth. It will be as a sword cutting both ways. But be not too ready to
take a controversial attitude. There will
be times when we must stand still and
see the salvation of God. Let Daniel
speak, let the Revelation speak, and tell
what is truth. But whatever phase of the
subject is presented, uplift Jesus as
the center of all hope, "the Root and the Offspring of
David, and the bright and morning Star."
Dig Deeper
We do not go deep enough in our search for truth.
Every soul who believes present truth will be brought
where he will be required to give a reason of the hope
that is in him. The people of God will be called
upon to stand before kings, princes, rulers and
great men of the earth, and they must know that
they do know what is truth. They must be converted
men and women. God can teach you more in one
moment by His Holy Spirit than you could learn
from the great men of the earth. ... We may have a
feast of good things every day, for God can open the
whole treasure of heaven to us (Review and Herald,
February 18, 1890).
By Ellen G. White, Testimonies to Ministers, 112-119,
Pacific Press Publishing Association, 1948. Excerpts
only, emphasis in bold by New Life Mission.
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ISIS was a blood-thirsty terrorist group that indiscriminately executed men, women and children—Christians, Muslims, Catholics, Jews or anyone who crossed their path. They executed, beheaded, tortured, enslaved and raped tens of
thousands of victims. Above, Egyptian Christians were calling for Jesus while being executed on a beach in Libya.
“Shall not God avenge His own elect, which cry day and night unto Him, though He bear long with them? I tell you
that He will avenge them speedily” Luke 18:7, 8.
Pastor Jan Marcussen: Professor Veith said that
Rome is “rubbing” the Muslim (Islamic) religion against
Protestant Christianity to get a “synthesis” which is a final
product. He said that the final product is to be fascism
[like Hitler had]….“What the Papacy did in Germany
with Hitler, they
are planning to
do here in the
USA.”
“Dr. Michael
Savage said on
the
radio,
“They’re bringing
100,000
Muslims each
month into the
United States.”
Source: A Jan
Marcussen, MidHitler with Rome’s representative, J u n e
2015
Archbishop Cesare Orsenigo, in Newsletter, pg 3.
Berlin, 1935. Rome placed Hitler in
“The Catholic
power. You can read the details in
the book, “The Vatican in World Church is not
easily deterred
Politics,” by Avro Manhattan.
by defeats, setbacks, or dismal failures. Being the relentless institution it
is, the Catholic Church will not rest. To attain its goals it
will continue the patient process of machination and
counter-machination.” Avro Manhattan

On the video entitled, “The Islamic Connection,” Professor Walter Veith says:
1)“The Islamic insider, Benjamin Chavis, said, ‘The
god of Judaisim, and the god of [Catholic] Christianity,
and the god of Islam is the same god’ – Lucifer.
2)“Islam is nothing but Catholicism in disguise,
winning over true Christianity.
3)“The Koran teaches Jesus never died on the cross.
4)“The Koran is directly against Jesus Christ; Catholic
and Islamic insiders are directly against Jesus Christ and
so are the Jesuits.
5)“Is there a difference between the highest Catholic theologians and the highest theologians of Islam?
No. None whatsoever.
6)“The Koran says, ‘Christ is not even the son of God,
but only an apostle like several others.’
7)“Rome controls the secret writings of Islam.
8)“Catholicism from the beginning has controlled
Islam. Islam is just a tool of the papal insiders to get certain things done.
9)“I believe there are
many people in Islam
and in Catholicism who
will see the light. I was
a Roman Catholic and
the truth of God in Jesus has set me free.
10)“Love will conquer.”
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